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Sisters of Invention Om & Om Igen

MOZ Trio SPARKLING WATER, PLEASE

"Our music mixes influences from everything we like.
Each song is like entering a new world!"
Malin och Karolina Almgren have recorded their own music since the were about 10 years
old. They both received a STIM scholarship in 2012. 2013, at the age of 20 and 21 they
composed and arranged for Arctic Youth Jazz Orchestra on request by
Norrbottensmusiken. As soloists and leaders they played at Fife Jazz Festival in Scotland
and won the Swedish Youth Jazz Celebration competition in Stockholm.
On their debut album Om & Om Igen they both sing and play all the instruments
themselves. Malin, who decided to become a drummer at the age of six also plays the
piano. Karolinas main instrument is the saxophone but she also plays the bass.
The album was recorded at Grizzly Tracks Studio in Göteborg and in Arvika 2012/2013.
Malin Almgren-drums, keys, vocals & percussion
Karolina Almgren - saxophones, bass, vocals & flute
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Swedish drummer Martina Almgren and bass player Owe Almgren form a
colourful trio together with British pianist Zoe Rahman.
MOZ Trio is very much a meeting place for three highly expressive and imaginative
musicians on the contemporary Swedish and British jazz scene. All three musicians
provide musical material that melodically and rhythmically varies from soft ballads to more
passionate and bubbly songs. "Sparkling Water, Please" was recorded and mixed in
London, November 2012 at State of the Ark Studios by sound engineer Åke Linton.
Zoe Rahman, winner of the MOBO award 2012 for best Jazz Act, is one of the brightest
stars on the contemporary British jazz scene. Her latest album “Kindred Spirits” featuring
her brother Idris Rahman and Courtney Pine garnered universal critical acclaim.
“ A Remarkable pianist by any standard” The Observer

As leaders of Martina Almgren Quartet and Oh Yeah Orchestra, Owe and Martina
Almgren are described as a colourful addition to the Swedish jazz elite. Owe Almgren can
be heard solo on the album ”basically low key”.“Brilliant music from a solo bass” OJ
Martina Almgren´s passion for playful improvisation, enticing rhyhtms and expressive
melodies reflects her drumming as well as her compositions.“ Martina Almgren can really
make the music breathe” The Herald
ZOE RAHMAN - piano MARTINA ALMGREN - drums OWE ALMGREN - electric bass
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